




983 Esports Logos
Vector Logos created for 983 Esports, a production company that runs online trading card game tournaments. Illustrator, Photoshop.



983 Esports Logos
Tournament Logos created for 983 Esports. Illustrator, Photoshop.



983 Esports Logos
Tournament Logos created for 983 Esports. Illustrator, Photoshop.



CASANOVA CASTS LOGO DESIGN
Logo design for esports caster. Illustrator, Photoshop.



WISEFLOWER LOGO DESIGN
Branding for a fictional company that ecologically gathers and distributes wildflower bouquets. Illustrator.





POLLINATORS OF PENNSYLVANIA
Hand-lettered and illustrated poster with examples of native pollinators. Procreate, Photoshop. 



HEADER ILLUSTRATION
Hand-illustrated header image with details requested by commissioner. Photoshop. 



LIVE STREAM DESIGN
A complete stream branding for TheOneChristo based around the idea of a friendly, comfortable coffeeshop vibe. Photoshop. 

Grand opening themed Stream Starting Soon screen Stream Offline screen

Just Chatting overlayChalkboard info panels, including holiday variations



PRIMORDIAL CHAOS ILLUSTRATION
Fanart of Chaos from Hades by Supergiant Games. Clip Studio. 



ARCANE JINX SCREENSHOT REPAINT
Fanart of Jinx from Arcane. Photoshop. 



STREAMER MERCH DESIGN
Commissioned art for Peruvian Twitch streamer Raafaa. Photoshop.



TEMPORARY/PERMANENT SYMBOL ILLUSTRATION
School assignment to create icons representing temporary/permanent. Photoshop.





TYPE DIRECTOR’S CLUB CALL FOR ENTRIES
Combination of hand lettering and type design, along with digital collage to make the crow. Photoshop. 

Back Front



WINE BOTTLE LABELS
Wine brand designed around famous heisted art pieces. Illustrator, Photoshop. 





TOLKEIN BIOGRAPHY
School assignment to design a cover for a biography of a famous person without using their name or image on the front. Procreate, Photoshop.



Anna Warkentin is a 
writer, illustrator, and graphic designer. 
Her love of fantasy and fiction started 
with bedtime stories from her parents, 
and grew with each passing year. By 
15 she drafted her first novel and at 17 
her first short story was published. Her 
book collection rivals the local library 
and the story drafts in her Google 
Drive range from classic high fantasy to 
exploratory science fiction and autobi-
ographical non-fiction. With this book 
she pays tribute to one of the greatest 
writers of all time, whose stories live 
in the hearts and minds of millions all 
over the world.

F o
when mr. bilbo baggins of bag End  
announced that he would shortly be  
celebrating his eleventy-first birthday with 
a party of special magnificence, there was  

much talk and excitement in hobbiton.

John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 
(1892–1973) was a major scholar of the 
English language, specialising in Old 
and Middle English. Twice Professor 
of Anglo-Saxon (Old English) at the 
University of Oxford, he also wrote 
a number of stories, including most 
famously The Hobbit (1937) and 
The Lord of the Rings (1954–1955), 
which are set in a pre-historic era in an 
invented version of our world which he 
called by the Middle English name of 
Middle-earth. This was peopled by Men 
(and women), Elves, Dwarves, Trolls, 
Orcs (or Goblins) and of course Hobbits. 
He has regularly been condemned 
by the Eng. Lit. establishment, with 
honourable exceptions, but loved by 
literally millions of readers worldwide.

In the 1960s he was taken up by many members of the nascent “counter-culture” largely 
because of his concern with environmental issues. In 1997 he came top of three British 
polls, organised respectively by Channel 4 / Waterstone’s, the Folio Society, and SFX, the 
UK’s leading science fiction media magazine, amongst discerning readers asked to vote 
for the greatest book of the 20th century.

Tolkein: A
 B

iography

hOne ring to 
rule them all
One ring to 

find them
One ring to 
bring them 
all, and in the 
d a r k n e s s 

bind them.

A  Biography

Anna Warkentin





BOOK DESIGN
Book Cover Designs. Illustrator & Photoshop.



BOOK DESIGN
Book Cover Mockups & Designs. Illustrator & Photoshop.




